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WHAT ARE THE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND HOW WE HELP
 The first step involves registering with us so that we start offering you with the best-quality and trusted
assistance
 We do profiling for you based on your qualifications, experience, financial status, strengths,
weaknesses, academic goals and so on to find your suitability to the course/university of your choice
 We advise you on the standard tests that you need to take and make further assessments based on
the results of these tests
 Thereafter, we provide with some shortlisted courses and universities that we think, would be perfect
for your profile
 We check and review and if necessary, edit all your documents to ensure that there is no scope of
rejection etc. once submitted
 After the review and submission of your final application, we prepare you for the interviews through
mock sessions and interactive classes
 Visa being an important part, we make sure that you are all prepared to face the visa interview with the
Embassy or High Commission and come out successful at one go
 We conduct pre-departure information session with the students and their parents too, to make sure
that they don’t face any problem or encounter an uncalled for situation in a foreign land.
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Simultaneously, for the Processing of the Student Visa, the
following Documents would be Required:
 Attested copies of X, XII & Graduate Degree (if applicable), Mark Sheets including
Backlogs (Re-sits)
 Evidence of English Language proficiency e.g. IELTS, TOEFL, etc.
 Standardised Tests e.g. GMAT, GRE (where necessary for the programme)
 Two academic references
 Two references from employers (where applicable)
 Passport sized photographs
 Statement of Purpose (SOP)
 Resume/CV
 Draft for application fees, if applicable
 Portfolio (for Art, Design & Architecture programme)
 Other Certificates & Achievements of Extracurricular Activities

So, start preparing for your journey to Abroad Study and a rewarding education phase
ahead. Contact us for more information and comprehensive guidance.
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